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The Deep Spring Sky

“The Deep Spring Sky”

Location:
San Bernardino County
Museum, 7:00 p.m.
Redlands, CA. California St.
exit, I-10 Fwy.

Pre-meeting Dinner, 5:00 p.m.,
Hometown Buffet, Loma
Linda, CA

After the meeting telescopes
will be set up for viewing and
members will be available to
answer questions. Bring your
telescope to observe with us.
No telescope is too humble, and
beginners are always made
welcome!

After viewing the group will
head for Coco’s in Redlands,
Tennessee exit, I-10 Fwy.

Our own Martin Carey and Chris Clarke will present a Powerpoint presentation
on the spectacular objects available to us in the spring sky. Leo, Ursa Major and
Coma Berenices are perfectly placed to allow us to see the nearly countless
galaxies contained among them. Saturn is riding high in the sky and will
continue to do so for a good number of weeks to come. Even M104 can be seen
from our area. Depending on your observing location, you might even be able
to pick out Omega Centauri and Centaurus A. These last two are only visible to
us here at this time of year. So come to the meeting and get a good refresher on
the wonders of the spring sky.
(Photo of M81/82 by Steve Wheeler using an SV102ED2.)

Observe with us after the meeting!

SBVAA Officers

Calendar of Upcoming Events

President: Vacant
Vice President: John Deems

909-584-7568

Treasurer:

909-864-0615

Fidel Hernandez

April 12, “Saturn Party” outreach at the museum
April 16, Mentone School, 1320 Mentone Ave.,
Mentone, CA

Secretary - Educational Outreach: Chris Clarke
909-384-8539 Work
909-875-6694 Home

April 19, Club Meeting at the museum

Star Party Coordinator: Tom Lawson 909-8828198

May 10, “Astronomy Day” outreach & club
meeting at the museum

May 3, Star Party, site “TBD”

SBVAA Webmaster: Steve Miller 909-859-7776
May 23 - 26, RTMC, at Big Bear
Newsletter Editor: Jim Sommer

Photo by Jon Talbot using an SV130S
triplet refractor with a Starlight Express
SXV-H9 Camera

Photo by Jon Talbot using a 10” CF
Astrograph with a Starlight Express
SXV-H9 camera

Editor’s Message

Star Mysteries

By Jim Sommer
“When I heard the learn’d astronomer,
When the proofs, the figures, were ranged in columns
before me,
When I was shown the charts and diagrams, to add, divide,
and measure them,
When I sitting heard the astronomer lecture with much
applause in the lecture-room,
How soon unaccountable I became tired and sick,
Till rising and gliding out I wander’d off by myself,
In the mstical moist night-air, and from time to time,
Look’d up in perfect silence at the stars.
Thus did Walt Whitman write of the (then) great divide
between scientific theory and simple wonder. Sometimes I
feel we get caught up in the technicalities. Whether it is in
the equipment we use or the cosmology we argue, we often
focus too much on the details and lose sight of the simple
wonder of it all. Remember your star parties and public
outreaches; remember the gasps, the ooohs, the “oh my
God” that the child or parent uttered. It was probably their
first time and they saw the wonder without any thought as
to the “details.” They just opened their eyes and let the
universe pour in.
I believe that there are two types of observers, scientific
and esthetic. But can you remain only one or the other? I
would suggest the answer is no. The esthetic observer will
pick up some of the “science” whether he wants to or not.
After all, don’t we all want to know “how far?” or “how
old?” The scientist is really not so far from the esthetic
observer. Doesn’t she ask the same basic questions and
observe many of the same objects? The beauty they see
may be in some complex mathematical symmetry but they
still smile when they walk out at night and look up at the
Milky Way spread out across the sky. A friend of mine is a
professional astronomer who works at Mauna Kea on
Hawaii. He spends long hours analysing computer data
from the observatory sky-scans. But when he gets a chance
he breaks out his 4” refractor and just lets primal wonder
soak in. Sometimes he even does a bit of
astrophotography; Photons instead of “1’s” and “0’s”.

Let us hope that none of us ever loses our sense of wonder!

When a star the mass of our Sun uses up its nuclear fuel,
it expels most of its outer layers to leave just a very hot
core called a white dwarf. Scientists had speculated that
at the bottom of a white dwarf’s 31 mile (50 kilometer)thick crust was crystallized carbon and oxygen, similar
to a diamond. And in 2004, they found that a white
dwarf near the constellation Centaurus, BPM 37093,
was made of crystallized carbon weighing 5 million
trillion trillion pounds. In diamond-speak, that’s 10
billion trillion trillion carats!

A starquake is thought to be the tearing apart of the
surface of a neutron star, much like an earthquake here
on Earth. In 1999 astronomers identified these bursts as
the cause of gamma rays and X-rays coming from
neutron stars. Predicting these powerful bursts has
remained a mystery. Recently, John Middleditch of Los
Alamos National Laboratory and his team found that for
a particular type of spinning neutron star called a
Read more at: Space.compulsar,

the time to the

Mesquite Springs - A journey to Death Valley
By Cliff Saucier
If you were to view the light pollution maps of California, only a very few spots of true black exist. A couple of
areas up by the Oregon border...and the Northern end of Death Valley! Last year some friends from the Apple Valley
astronomy club joined the astronomy club from Tonopah for their Messier at Mesquite Springs campground. The skies
were wonderful, and the temperatures were a welcome change from the cold desert nights we had been enduring. So
when the January temps were at their worst this year, plans were made to return to the warmth of Death Valley again
for an Astronomer's Spring Break. Hawaiian shirts and flip-flops! Black velvet skies and warm nights! Galaxies gone
wild!
The first weekend of April saw a few of us going out to celebrate the new moon and see just what we could see. The
last minute weather projections kept some away, with good temperatures but some clouds being predicted. Martin
Carey still planned on coming with his group of seven, and that was enough for me. The drive out to Mesquite Springs
is about like going to Grandview, indeed Death Valley is observable from there, fifty miles as the crow flies, but only
at an elevation of 1,800 feet. Even though the skies are a little darker than Grandview (if you can even imagine that),
the extra 5,000 feet of atmosphere to peer through probably evens out the difference.
After a five hour drive, I arrived Thursday, and set up camp, with the usual curiosity about the telescope, and
invitations to come over when darkness fell to see the cosmos. No clouds that evening. Ooohs and ahhhs over the
ringed planet, and even the many star clusters and galaxies were appreciated by the other campers. One woman asked
about the sky glow to the west. "Zodiacal light," I responded, "not even seen by many amateur astronomers, and a sign
of truly dark skies." Almost annoyingly bright! The winds came up after one a.m., but I was down by that time.
Winds of fifteen miles per hour all the next day, Friday, but at five, when Martin showed up with a van full of
observers and a U-Haul full of telescopes, the gusts died out. On the downside, clouds were moving in. Sucker holes,
but not enough to keep me up. The guys said it got real good for twenty minutes at one in the morning. The weather
forecasts were upside-down. We thought Friday was going to be our night, but Thursday and Saturday turned out to be
the good nights. As the sun was going down Saturday, we kept our fingers crossed. Clouds on the eastern and western
horizons, but they just stayed put all night. Some dust and moisture in the air, but even a night like that in Death
Valley is still far better than a very good night in our high desert. Martin got a SkyQualityMeter reading of 21.89 that
night! The best he has gotten so far in his travels. After the early crowds, we got down to our own pursuits. Galaxies
were bright and beautiful in Martin's twenty-inch, and a there's a lot of them to be seen in the spring sky. The Whale
and Pup, the Hockey Stick, the Whirlpool...the list just goes on and on. We even managed to see Leo I, a dwarf
elliptical galaxy in orbit around the Milky Way. Discovered photographically in 1950. It's located only twenty arc
minutes north of Regulus, famous for being easy to find, but hard to observe. The glare of Regulus must be placed out
of the field of view, but then there it was. Dim, but definitely there! Movement of the telescope tube helped out, our
eyes being more sensitive to a moving dim object than a stationary one. After midnight, Omega Centuri and NGC
5128 skimmed the horizon. I always look forward to those two, but was unable to resolve the globular into stars. A lot
of soup down that low. The galaxy (Martin calls it the Hamburger) was nice, but someday I need to see these two from
a more southerly location. They must be marvelous placed higher in the sky! A group of campers, holding a bachelor
party by camping in the desert, stayed observing with us till one-thirty or so, but we were all out of gas by then, and
the next day was going to be the long drive back home, so we called it a night. And quite a night it was.
The campground at Mesquite Springs is at the north end of Death Valley, about five miles from Scotty's Castle, and
even closer to Uhebe Crater. Volcanic, and driving there, it's like being on the lunar rover, crossing mare. Stunning
geological landscapes coming and going. Only thirty sites for camping, and they fill rapidly between four and five in
the afternoon, as people are finding spots to settle for the night from their explorations of the region. Hopefully we can
all go there as a club sometime. The spring and fall are when the temperatures moderate, maybe this fall we could join
up under a different seasons sky.
One final note. When Martin rose in the morning and climbed out of his tent, he was clutching his Nagler Ethos!
Apparently he sleeps with it by his side (as would I). We must ask his wife if it's his habit at home as well!

